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Abstract 

Big Data and Deep Learning approaches offer new opportuni-
ties for medical data analysis. With these technologies, PRED-
IMED, the clinical data warehouse of Grenoble Alps University 
Hospital, sets up first clinical studies on retrospective data. In 
particular, ODIASP study, aims to develop and evaluate deep 
learning-based tools for automatic sarcopenia diagnosis, while 
using data collected via PREDIMED, in particular, medical im-
ages. Here we describe a methodology of data preparation for 
a clinical study via PREDIMED. 
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Introduction 

Clinical data warehouses (CDW) allow the collection of clini-

cal data by gathering complex, heterogeneous and generally un-

structured medical information produced for care in a unique 

and powerful technical environment. The Grenoble Alps Uni-

versity Hospital (CHUGA) received regulatory approval to de-

ploy its CDW called PREDIMED [1]. Thanks to the Big Data 

tools available on such platform, large quantities of medical 

data can be reused for various applications. Large cohorts of 

patients with contextualized data can be created, which offers 

new perspectives for researchers. For example, in the context 

of the COVID19 pandemic, usage of CDW [2] and contextual-

ized image data [3] have demonstrated significant potential. In 

parallel, Deep Learning (DL) methods have shown the ability 

of algorithms to help diagnose pathologies using medical im-

ages with at least the same performance as medical experts [4].  

Sarcopenia is defined as a combination of either or both low 

muscle mass and function. Although it is associated with an in-

creased length of hospital stay and mortality [5], it is rarely di-

agnosed, as there is no gold standard for muscle mass assess-

ment. Skeletal muscle index (SMI), derived from the cross-sec-

tional muscle area (CSMA) at the mid-third lumbar vertebra 

(L3) level, using computed tomography (CT), can be used for 

sarcopenia diagnosis [6]. Nevertheless, its measurement is still 

difficult, if not impossible, in current daily practice due to time-

consuming manual tasks. Thus, SMI is not used in clinical prac-

tice or for clinical studies on large cohorts of patients. Addi-

tionally, thresholds on SMI measurement for sarcopenia diag-

nosis might be questioned [7]. More work needs to be done to 

establish SMI sarcopenia cut-off in a large cohort of healthy 

subjects of all ages. 

In this paper, we propose a new approach of data collection for 

a clinical study based on PREDIMED, combining two sets of 

data: 1) dataset of images, clinically contextualized for training 

and evaluation of a DL-based tool performing a fast and robust 

automatic CSMA measurement; 2) large cohort of patients with 

SMI score, cross-referenced with clinical data, for new sarco-

penia markers estimation.  

Methods 

First, necessary clinical study data should be made available in 

the PREDIMED architecture (Fig 1) consisting of a virtualized 

platform hosting a CEPH distributed data storage. Four contain-

ers are deployed on the virtualized platform. Text and struc-

tured data tools are hosted on two dedicated virtual machines 

(predimed-text and predimed-sql). Another container hosts var-

ious shared tools (predimed-tools). For medical images, which 

represent a large volume of unstructured clinical data, a specific 

data management has been developed based on a virtual host 

(predimed-imagerie), which carries three containers. An Or-

thanc  [8] server (Orthanc VM1) is responsible for the data im-

port from the Clinical facility’s PACS leveraging DICOM pro-

tocol. A dynamic network bandwidth control is put in place on 

this container in response to the dual objective 1) control and 

limit network and performance impact adjusted on the current 

care usage and 2) incremental buildup of historical data over 

time. A second Orthanc server (Orthanc VM2) provides for un-

limited traffic access for PREDIMED users. Both Orthanc con-

tainers share the same PostgreSQL database deployed on 

CEPH, providing underlying needed resource scalability. 

Apache-Airflow orchestrator is leveraged for dynamic resource 

control for data import. One of the challenges of such approach 

was to not impact the picture archiving and communication sys-

tem (PACS) used for current care while copying data to CDW. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of the PREDIMED clinical data ware-
house 

Second, if the data necessary for the clinical study is available 

in PREDIMED, which is the case for ODIASP, data usage for 

a study should be validated by PREDIMED governance: the 

steering, scientific and ethics committees examine the project, 

give their approval, and inform medical division directors using 

the data produced in the corresponding medical units. The 

PREDIMED data processing team then identifies patients that 

can be included in the study and collect their administrative data 

for patients’ individual information. When the selected patients 

are informed and agree to the usage of their data, patients’ data 

required for the study (datamart) can be isolated and de-identi-

fied. De-identification of images is performed by removing all 

identifying DICOM tags and dose reports (often contain per-

sonal information). An exporting committee must then validate 

the datamart generated before its transmission for data annota-

tion, DL algorithms development, and data analysis.  

In ODIASP, the gathering of 680 CT scans with the third lum-

bar vertebra, with the corresponding patients’ heights, is firstly 

required to develop and evaluate the DL-based tool. De-identi-

fied images are stored on a secure server, with access for med-

ical experts to perform manual annotation (L3 position and 

muscular surface estimation) required for training and evalua-

tion of DL models. Secondly, a cohort of about 3000 CT scans 

with automatically-computed SMI, combined with other medi-

cal information of interest (laboratory tests results, medical his-

tory, etc.), will be created to identify new markers of sarcope-

nia.  

Results 

For ODIASP clinical study, PREDIMED data allowed for the 

automatic identification of 3156 patients meeting the study cri-

teria and automatic generation of information letters. As a re-

sult, 2907 patients were informed (249 were deceased). One 

hundred seventeen patients were finally excluded, and 111 were 

not willing to consent to the usage of their data. Data collection 

started for a subset of 680 patients required to develop and eval-

uate the DL-based tool. Patients’ heights of 654 of them were 

automatically collected by PREDIMED automatic data explo-

ration. Other data sources still need to be explored to find the 

26 missing heights. CT scans are being collected on the flow, 

as massive retrieving of patient images could impact everyday 

care. At this time, 212 CT scans were collected, de-identified, 

and made available to clinicians for manual annotation.  

Conclusions 

The PREDIMED CDW is showing with ODIASP its ability to 

create a large dataset of clinically contextualized images, cru-

cial for neural networks’ training. 
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